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The EU-U.S. Privacy Shield—Challenges and
Observations

By Rohan Massey, Heather Sussman and Matthew Coleman

On Feb. 29, 2016, the European Commission (EC) re-
leased the full text of the proposed EU-U.S. Privacy
Shield agreement (16 WDPR 02, 2/25/16). The agree-
ment sets forth a proposed data protection self-
certification framework for companies transferring EU
personal data to the U.S. It is the result of lengthy ne-
gotiations between the U.S. and the EU seeking to es-

tablish an alternative to the Safe Harbor Framework
that was invalidated by a decision of the Court of Jus-
tice of the European Union (CJEU) in 2015 (15 WDPR
31, 10/23/15). That decision left nearly 4,000 U.S.
companies that had previously self-certified to the Safe
Harbor as well as thousands more EU companies ques-
tioning how to lawfully transfer personal data of Euro-
pean citizens to the U.S. While the Privacy Shield cer-
tainly appears to address many of the concerns articu-
lated by the CJEU, the agreement contains many
provisions that, when taken together, may lead far
fewer companies to sign up for the Privacy Shield than
expected.

This article examines the challenges that U.S. and EU
regulators encountered in reaching this agreement,
the additional privacy protections companies will be re-
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quired to commit to under the agreement, and those as-
pects of the Privacy Shield framework that might cause
a company previously self-certified under the Safe Har-
bor to consider alternative mechanisms.

Background

The Privacy Shield framework is based on seven core pri-
vacy principles (Principles): Notice, Choice, Security, Data
Integrity and Purpose Limitation, Access, Accountability for
Onward Transfer and Recourse, Enforcement and Liability.
The Principles find a very close analogue in EU data
protection law, which is of course by design. The Privacy
Shield is intended to bridge the gap between the level
of privacy protection afforded to EU citizens within the
EU and the level provided under U.S. law. Within the
EU, citizens are provided legal protection for their per-
sonal data under both their constitutional right to data
privacy and the Data Protection Directive (95/46/EC)
(DPD), which required all EU Member States to enact
an equivalent or stronger data protection law, applicable
to all those processing personal data for their own pur-
poses (including all public and private organizations).

The U.S. takes a different approach. Instead of one, all-
encompassing omnibus law, the U.S. has opted to pass
data protection laws based on the nuances of particular
contexts where the processing of data may be more sen-
sitive. This sectoral approach to legislation has resulted in
a patchwork of laws that apply depending on the type of
data processed, or the type of business processing the
data. This is back-stopped by federal and state consumer
protection laws that generally prohibit unfair or decep-
tive business practices and these laws have routinely
been applied to ensure basic privacy and data security
protections.

The Privacy Shield imposes several obligations on

both certifying entities and the government bodies

tasked with oversight of the Privacy Shield that

are more stringent than those imposed under Safe

Harbor.

Under the DPD, however, personal data is not permitted
to be transferred to any country outside of the European
Economic Area (EEA) that does not provide an ‘‘ad-
equate’’ level of protection, meaning a legal standard of
data protection substantially similar to or stronger than
the DPD. The U.S., of course, does not fit into the cat-
egory of ‘‘adequate,’’ which gives rise to the need for a
mechanism like Privacy Shield aimed at ensuring an ‘‘ad-
equate’’ level of protection for EU personal data.

Privacy Shield’s predecessor—the U.S.-EU Safe
Harbor—was invalidated on 6 Oct. 2015 by the CJEU,
leaving more than 4,000 companies out of compliance
with any legal mechanism to transfer data from the EEA.
There are other data transfer mechanisms that may be
used to ensure compliance with the adequacy require-
ments of the DPD, e.g. Standard Contractual Clauses

and Binding Corporate Rules (which have extensive op-
erational costs to set up and maintain) and, in other ju-
risdictions such as the U.K., self-assessed adequacy
(which runs the risk of not being found sufficient in
some jurisdictions). However, Safe Harbor was a clear fa-
vorite as it provided a gateway for all parties to transfer
all relevant personal data to the Safe Harbor certified
entity.

While the use of the Privacy Shield is voluntary

once certified, compliance is compulsory, with

failures to comply being enforceable under the

Trade Commission Act, unless the company has

committed to co-operate with the European Data

Protection Authorities.

One of the grounds on which Safe Harbor was invali-
dated was that it did not adequately protect Europeans’
fundamental right to data privacy in respect of the col-
lection and processing of data by the U.S. intelligence
community. The CJEU found that the U.S. government’s
alleged processing of personal data was incompatible
with the purposes for which it was transferred, dispro-
portionate to the needs of national security, and without
any measure of judicial redress available to EU citizens.
In the draft of the Privacy Shield agreement released on
29 Feb. 2016, the Commission extensively outlines the
checks and balances that limit the U.S. intelligence com-
munity, new commitments made by U.S. public officials,
and the new remedies made available to EU citizens by
virtue of the newly enacted Judicial Redress Act, which
provides the same rights of redress to EU citizens as
Americans under the Privacy Act of 1974.

The Privacy Shield will come into effect once the EC ap-
proves its adequacy decision. For self-certifying compa-
nies the Principles will apply upon certification. How-
ever, companies that certify to the Privacy Shield in the
first two months following it coming into force will have
nine months to ensure that all commercial relationships
with third parties conform with the Accountability for
Onward Transfer Principle. During this interim nine-
month period, where the company transfers data to a
third party, it must still (i) apply the Notice and Choice
Principles, and (ii) where personal data is transferred to
a third party acting as an agent, ascertain that the agent
is obligated to provide at least the same level of protec-
tion as is required by the Principles. While the use of the
Privacy Shield is voluntary once certified, compliance is
compulsory, with failures to comply being enforceable
under the Trade Commission Act prohibiting unfair and
deceptive practices unless the company has committed
to co-operate with the European Data Protection Au-
thorities (DPAs), in which case their interpretation of
compliance will take precedence.
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Enhanced Obligations

The Privacy Shield imposes several obligations on both
certifying entities and the government bodies tasked
with oversight of the Privacy Shield that are more strin-
gent than those imposed under Safe Harbor.

Most notably, the Privacy Shield includes additional ob-
ligations surrounding the ‘‘onward transfer’’ of data. For
instance, a self-certified company is required to include
data protection provisions within its sub-processor (i.e.
vendor) contracts, including provisions to obligate its
agents to process all transferred personal data in a man-
ner consistent with the Principles, to take reasonable
and appropriate steps to remediate unauthorized pro-
cessing upon notice, and to provide relevant contractual
provisions to the Department of Commerce (DoC)
upon request. The self-certified company will be respon-
sible and remain liable for the processing of personal
data by vendors acting on its behalf, unless the company
can prove it was not responsible for the event that led to
an individual’s complaint.

Furthermore, a self-certified company may only transfer
personal data to non-vendor third parties if such trans-
fer is pursuant to a contract providing that the recipient
will only use the data for limited and specified purposes
that are consistent with the consent provided by the in-
dividual upon initial collection of the personal data and
that the recipient will provide a level of protection con-
sistent with the Principles.

There are a number of additional obligations that have
no equivalent in the Safe Harbor agreement, including:

s A self-certified company is required to include links
to the DoC’s Privacy Shield site and the DoC’s
whitelist of self-certified companies.

s To meet the verification requirements of the Re-
course, Enforcement and Liability Principle, an orga-
nization must verify such attestations and assertions
either through self-assessment or outside compliance
reviews. If it does not obtain an outside compliance
review of its practices, a self-certified company is re-
quired to conduct employee training on the imple-
mentation of organizational privacy policies.

s Where a self-certified company wishes to transfer hu-
man resources-related personal data from the EEA
for use in the context of the employment relation-
ship, it may do so where a statutory body listed in the
Principles or a future annex to the Principles has ju-
risdiction to hear claims arising out of the processing
of such data. In addition, the company must indicate
this in its self-certification submission and declare in-
ter alia its commitment to cooperate with the EU au-
thority or authorities concerned in conformity with
supplemental Principles on HR Data and that it will
comply with the advice given by DPAs. The company
must also provide the DoC with a copy of its HR pri-
vacy policy and provide information where the pri-
vacy policy is available for viewing by its affected em-
ployees.

s A self-certified company must make available a
mechanism for users to submit complaints and must
respond to privacy-related complaints by EU citizens
within 45 days. The response must include ‘‘an assess-
ment of the merits of the complaint’’ and ‘‘how the
organization will rectify the problem.’’

s A self-certified company is required to designate an
independent dispute resolution service to which EU
consumers can forward unresolved disputes at no
cost. In its privacy policy, the company must link to
the dispute resolution mechanism.

s A self-certified company must retain its records on
the implementation of its privacy policies and make
them available upon request by a U.S. authority or in-
dependent dispute resolution service.

s A self-certified company will be removed from the
Privacy Shield List if: it voluntarily withdraws from the
Privacy Shield; it fails to complete its annual re-
certification; or where it is found to be in persistent
breach of the Principles. Once removed the company
may no longer benefit from the EC’s adequacy deci-
sion to receive personal data from the EU, but it must
continue to apply the Principles to the personal data
it received while it participated in the Privacy Shield,
and affirm to the DoC on an annual basis its commit-
ment to do so, for as long as it retains such personal
data. However, where removal is for persistent failure
to comply with the Principles personal data must be
deleted and cannot be retained.

s The EC and DoC data will undertake an annual joint
review to monitor the functioning of the Privacy
Shield, including the commitments and assurance as
regards access to data for law enforcement and na-
tional security purposes, and the EC will issue a pub-
lic report of its findings to the European Parliament
and the Council.

s The EC will also hold an annual privacy summit with
interested NGOs and stakeholders to discuss broader
developments in the area of U.S. privacy law and their
impact on Europeans.

However, there is good news for professional advisors
engaged in due diligence, or auditors conducting an au-
dit, as they may process personal data without knowl-
edge of the individual only to the extent and for the pe-
riod necessary to meet statutory or public interest re-
quirements and in other circumstances in which the
application of the Principles would prejudice the legiti-
mate interests of the company. Legitimate interests in
these circumstances include the monitoring of compa-
nies’ compliance with their legal obligations and legiti-
mate accounting activities, and the need for confidenti-
ality connected with possible acquisitions, mergers, joint
ventures, or other similar transactions.

Specific Issues Arising With Regard to the
Principles

Notice. In addition to the information provided on data
collection and use, individuals must be informed in
clear and conspicuous language when first asked to pro-
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vide personal data of inter alia: the company’s process-
ing of personal data in response to lawful requests by
public authorities, including to meet national security or
law enforcement requirements; the independent dis-
pute resolution body designated to address complaints
and provide appropriate recourse free of charge to the
individual, and whether it is: (i) the panel established by
DPAs, (ii) an alternative dispute resolution provider
based in the EU, or (iii) an alternative dispute resolu-
tion provider based in the U.S.

Choice. Companies must offer individuals a clear, con-
spicuous, and readily available mechanism to opt out of
their personal data, or opt in in relation to sensitive per-
sonal data, being disclosed to a third party, other than
the company’s data processor, or to be used for a pur-
pose that is materially different from the purpose(s) for
which it was originally collected or subsequently autho-
rized by the individuals.

Access. Individuals must have access to personal data
held about them and be able to correct, amend or de-
lete that information where it is inaccurate, or has been
processed in violation of the Principles, except where
the burden or expense of providing access would be dis-
proportionate to the risks to the individual’s privacy in
the case in question, or where the rights of persons
other than the individual would be violated.

Recourse. The Privacy Shield outlines an EU individual’s
options to obtain redress for any privacy-related com-
plaint. The options are designed to operate sequentially,
with the individual escalating the matter to additional
authorities if they are not satisfied with the response
they have received.

First, an individual must contact the self-certified com-
pany using the company’s available feedback mecha-
nism. It is compulsory for the company to provide a
feedback mechanism and make it available for no or
nominal cost to the individual. With the imposed re-
quirements of an expedient response (45 days), most
cases will be directly resolved by the company without
any need for outside involvement.

If the individual is not satisfied with the company’s re-
sponse, he or she may seek redress through the inde-
pendent dispute resolution service. The dispute resolu-
tion service is also a compulsory aspect of a company’s
self-certification. There are a number of independent
dispute resolution providers, such as TRUSTe or the Bet-
ter Business Bureau.

Next, if the dispute resolution provider cannot resolve
the complaint, the DoC will conduct a verification of a
company’s practices during its certification and recertifi-
cation, and additional reviews when it receives what it
deems non-frivolous complaints. The Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) will also accept complaints from dis-
pute resolution providers, the DoC and DPAs, and deter-
mine whether to conduct an enforcement investigation
or proceeding.

The EU DPAs are also entitled to investigate complaints
on their own, and a self-certified company has an obliga-
tion to cooperate if it either transfers Human Resources

data from the EU or if it voluntarily agreed to be subject
to DPA authority as part of the self-certification process.

Finally, a data subject may utilize the new arbitral model,
the ‘‘Privacy Shield Panel.’’ The Privacy Shield Panel will
consist of a pool of at least 20 arbitrators, of whom the
parties may stipulate one or three such arbitrators for a
final binding adjudication.

Enforcement and Liability. Unless the self-certified com-
pany proves that it is not responsible for the event giv-
ing rise to the damage, the company has responsibility
and remains liable for the processing of personal data it
receives under the Privacy Shield and subsequently
transfers to a third party acting as an agent on its behalf.

Next Steps

It is not entirely clear how the Privacy Shield will be ad-
ministered. For example, it is unclear how the Principles
will apply to data processors. The Access Principle, which
requires a company to provide EU citizens access to
their personal data, may not be possible for a data pro-
cessor to comply with as data processors generally don’t
have the right to access the data themselves. Further-
more, it isn’t yet clear what steps companies that self-
certified under the old Safe Harbor framework must
take in order to be compliant with the new rules.

The next step is for the Article 29 Working Party (a
group comprised of EU DPAs) to publish its opinion on
the EC’s proposed agreement, which should happen by
14 April 2016. Afterwards, there will be an extensive pro-
cess for the agreement to be ratified within the EU, in-
cluding a comitology procedure from EU Member State
representatives, and adoption procedure by the College
of the EC. If and when it is ratified, the agreement is
widely expected to be challenged in national courts by
the same groups that challenged the Safe Harbor agree-
ment. Only the CJEU can find the agreement invalid
once it has been ratified.

Reconciling Differences

The question still remains as to whether the Privacy
Shield has the support it needs to be sustainable on both
sides of the Atlantic. The answer, of course, may depend
on who is responding.

The Privacy Shield is a substantial investment in

U.S. resources above and beyond what would

otherwise be required by law.

U.S. businesses and regulators have similar stakes in the
matter. The agreement allows U.S. businesses to conduct
commerce and offer services in EU markets and bring
data and other resources back to the United States for
processing, which makes U.S. businesses more competi-
tive and better able to innovate. Without the agreement,
a number of U.S. businesses run the risk of having their
data streams from the EU cut unceremoniously if they
have not implemented one of the other (arguably more
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burdensome), cross-border transfer mechanisms. The
agreement very strongly promotes U.S. economic inter-
ests.

On the other hand, U.S. businesses and regulators will
be the first to point out that the standards within the Pri-
vacy Shield agreement are more onerous than any other
privacy requirement in the U.S. outside of a regulated
industry. In order to comply with the requirements of
the Privacy Shield, a company must invest in, among
other things, robust policy development and execution,
renegotiation of vendor agreements, independent dis-
pute resolution providers and annual checks to ensure
it can competently re-certify. Similarly, the U.S. govern-
ment has committed additional resources to conduct
ongoing monitoring, enforcement, and provide redress
mechanisms to meet the requirements of the agree-
ment. The Privacy Shield is a substantial investment in
U.S. resources above and beyond what would otherwise
be required by law.

On the EU side, there is a more significant division of
interests. EU DPAs often fall into one of two camps. The
first camp appreciates the existence of an agreement
like the Privacy Shield because it removes the burden of
bringing enforcement action against U.S. based compa-
nies. DPAs will have the ability officially under the Pri-
vacy Shield to petition the FTC to pursue investigation
against companies allegedly in violation of the Privacy
Shield. This lowers the operational costs and increases
the efficacy of the rules for the EU DPAs.

The second camp believe that any agreement obligating
U.S. companies to standards of data protection will not
be sufficient unless those standards are the same or
stronger than the DPD. Their primary concerns still lie
in the U.S. intelligence community’s broad ability to col-
lect and use personal data for ‘‘national security pur-
poses’’ and that there is no proportionality to the need
to process such data.

The published texts of Privacy Shield and the informa-
tion provided by lawmakers on both sides of the Atlan-
tic appear to be progress away from the void left by the
CJEU’s finding of invalidity of Safe Harbor. However,
there is still much work to be done to bring the mechan-
ics of the Privacy Shield to life and to ensure that it of-
fers the protection and clarity that many organizations
transferring personal data out of Europe are looking for
to satisfy current (and proposed) legal requirements. Al-
though legislators on all sides hope that the provisions
within the Privacy Shield reflect a more stringent align-
ment with the DPD than was found under Safe Harbor,
there is still concern that the Privacy Shield may be open
to similar challenges to those that undermined Safe Har-
bor from individuals concerned about the protection of
their personal data once it leaves Europe.

For organizations that relied on Safe Harbor, the mes-
sage from the French and German DPAs, who are now
taking enforcement action against those that have not
yet put in place an alternative mechanism legitimizing
international data transfers, is clear: the time to act is
now. Unfortunately for those looking to take immediate
action, until it is adopted by the EC, the Privacy Shield
remains an interesting but future potential alternative
that cannot yet be relied upon. If and when it is ad-
opted, the next step will be to see how many companies
elect to self-certify. The most likely candidates are large
technology companies and other data controllers for
whom alternative mechanisms are administratively, po-
litically or technologically infeasible. The remainder will
need to seriously consider the cost versus benefit of the
enhanced Principles, which in many respects will re-
quire certifying companies to go well beyond what a typi-
cal EU company has already put in place. Organizations
should now consider and determine if the benefits of
the Privacy Shield for their business outweigh its bur-
dens when compared to other options for legitimization.
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